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Introduction

• The key question: What is the reliability of visionary methods in 

strategic planning, as the operating environment changes

increasingly fast?

• Case study: Vision for territorial development and transportation

system of Finland by 2050 

• Envisioning process was lead by government 2013-2014; research

institutes in assisting role

• In this study we will reflect a process we were involved in as 

researchers
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Envisioning process
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Mission

Regeneration of 

economy will reassert 

Finland’s international 

competitiveness

Public well-being and 

living conditions will 

be improved

Finland will be a low-

carbon, energy-

efficient and resource-

efficient society



Envisioning process
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Foresight

Developmental trends 

were identified in 

different scales

Based on these, 

preliminary scenarios 

were produced 

Viewpoints of these 

were collected in 

regional forums



Envisioning process
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Visions

Preliminary vision 

proposals were 

prepared

Second round of 

regional forums were 

organized

Based on the 

feedback of forums, 

proposals were 

combined as one 

vision



Envisioning process
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Concretization

The chosen vision 

was conretized by 

using traditional 

methods of object-

based map 

representation



Envisioning process
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Output:
Future vision for 
territorial 
development and 
transport system 2050

Setting the aims for 
the vision

Identifying
potentials, threats
and risks

Sought-after
direction of 
development

Territorial 
development and 
transport system 
according to the 
vision



Envisioning process

• Vision: the construction of knowledge, risk & public concern:

– Extensive background data was collected (knowledge)

– Background data was processed with megatrends and developmental

trends (risk)

– Forums were organized for collecting regional viewpoints (public

concern)

• Resilience as the guiding principle, since the need to renew national 

strategies was seen urgent

– used only as a heuristic concept, not elaborated in depth

• Some methods of futures studies were applied, like futures tables
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The ’final’ 

vision

Finland’s territorial standing

will be strenghtened globally

as well as on European and 

Nordic levels. 

Polycentric urban network will

support interaction between

urban regions and rural areas.

Territorial development goes

hand in hand with 

digitalization and the rise of 

bioeconomy. 

Transport system will unify

infrastructure, services and 

information for meeting the 

needs of increasing mobility

and economic regeneration.



Paradoxical planning: 

Complexity and strategic spatial planning

• Strategic planning is preparing a long-term vision for the future

– Planning is fundamentally normative action, aiming to predict and control the 

future development to eliminate uncertainty, in order to provide predictability for 

economic actors > a dualistic task: maintain a status-quo and enable change

– However, the future is uncertain and unpredictable > a turn is needed from

'predict and prevent' towards admitting uncertainty, anticipatory awareness and 

resilience capacity building

• Complex systems view still missing in planning practice and policies

– Implications of complexity to planning:

• Along with increasing complexity in a long term the predictability decreases 

• A desirable goal can be achieved despite of deliberate planning 

• Planning can result in unintended and unpredicted outcomes 
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Complexity challenges all domains of planning

rationality

comprehensive

communicative

ideological

top down

planned

predicted

hierarchical

linearity

objects

scales
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irrationality

systemic view

agent-networks

analytical

bottom-up

emergence

surprises

networks

non-linearity

process

scale invariance

Theory domain

Policy domain

Practice domain

Planning domains: 

> Paradigm change > 



Paradoxical vision

• Without a sound theoretical focus on the emergence of qualities the 

vision remained ’a list of all things’

– Conflicting or co-evolutionary goals and processes were not dealt with

– Multinodality and diversity is a fine goal but contradictory with resource

efficiency > The quality instead of quantity of the structures is decisive for 

resilience

– Object-based representations are incapable to deal with qualitative development

of areal structures

• The process exhibited a self-referential loop and a top-down view, 

as the government based its new strategy upon previous strategies

(policy domain dominating)

– Understanding of reciprocal loops between strategies and spatial domain and 

between agents missing

– Resilience should be based on bottom-up capacity for self-organizing activity
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Strategic planning for resilience

• We do not only need tools to comprehend systemic feedback 

mechanisms but more robust strategies

– Visionary work should recognise self-organization, emergence, path-

dependences and co-evolution

– Complexity approach entails representing areal evolution as emergent from

interactions between various agents

• Planning methods and tools should be able to 

– represent qualities, relations and dynamics

– uncover transformation and adaptation capacities of existing areal structures 

– account for externalities and trade-offs

– operationalize resilience: 

• Resilient areal structures are robust, adaptive and flexible

• Resource efficiency: how to outsource more from less
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Thank you!

annuska.rantanen@tut.fi

ari.hynynen@tut.fi
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